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Introduction
FreedomCoin™ Exchange is currently more of a brokerage integrated with Offshore Partners. FreedomCoin mission is to become a
cryptocurrency exchange that features decentralized cryptocurrencies that can be utilized for everyday transactions and an accepted
method of payment on businesses websites. Most cryptocurrencies derive their perceived value strictly based on speculation by
trading one cryptocurrency for another cryptocurrency, most cryptocurrencies value as a currency is nonexistent. FreedomCoin™
Exchange will allow cryptocurrencies to be utilized as money to purchase products and services within the FreedomMarket.
1. FreedomCoin™ Exchange is part of www.Freedom.social.
2. www.Freedom.social is a patriotic Truth Seekers and Activists platform and a platform for Independent Media to broadcast live
utilizing IPTV and WebRTC, and upload video and post articles. FreedomCoin Exchange compensates Independent Media and
all end users to post, like and share content in other platforms. Freedom.social and www.FreedomTube.social are partnering with
many YouTube channels and independent media outlets to promote Freedom to their combined millions of subscribers and
hundreds of millions of views.
3. Minuteman Reserve (MMR) is a new decentralized Ethereum cryptocurrency featured in the FreedomCoin Exchange and the
FreedomMarket located at www.FreedomMarket.social. FreedomMarket establishes marketplaces where local market places can
be created and products and services can be bought and sold locally, as well as listed and sold worldwide. MMR will be utilized
as money from day one with end users being able to purchase products and services on FreedomMarket. MMR Smart Contracts
are created between sellers and buyers on FreedomMarket utilizing the Ethereum blockchain.
4. Minuteman Reserve (MMR) can be purchased by paying by eCheck or by trading Bitcoin or Ether within the FreedomCoin™
Exchange by creating an account at www.Freedom.social
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The original Bitcoin open source code is the basis for all cryptocurrencies. Layers are built on top of the original Bitcoin
code to create innovative solutions. MMR is based on the Ethereum blockchain technology, here is a link to the Ethereum
white paper: https://github.com/ethereum/wiki/wiki/White-Paper#ethereum.
MMR choose not to focus on creating new layers, MMR provides a real-world solution to conduct commerce, which is built
into a platform in which the currency will be exposed to millions of people on a daily basis.
MMR is decentralized. Freedom Currency Inc. was approached anonymously within a cryptocurrency forum and was
offered a proposition by an anonymous person to build the perfect decentralized cryptocurrency for the
www.Freedom.social platform and the www.FreedomMarket.social marketplace. The team at Freedom Currency Inc. to
this day do not know who the creator of MMR is, and that is just fine with us. Freedom Currency Inc. does own a sizable
share of MMR and the creator retained a respectable share of MMR.

Freedom Currency Inc. is a team of experienced, motivated and technically savvy entrepreneurs who see a
worldwide currency crisis fast approaching. Combined, Freedom.social, FreedomMarket and MMR provide local
and worldwide ecosystem solution for commerce by MMR being utilized as currency within real-world
transactions using MMR as money with the use of smart contracts within the Ethereum blockchain technology.
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Successful digital currencies have a platform for distribution and marketing,
and a use case to be utilized as money, or a digital currency has no value.

MMR will be exposed to millions of people daily.
It is not if, but when the currency crisis develops, MMR provides local and
worldwide marketplaces to conduct commerce.

Purchase MMR today www.Freedom.social
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Minuteman Reserve (MMR) will be featured in www.Freedom.social and www.FreedomMarket.social to:
The following is a breakdown of Minuteman Reserve (MMR):
a. 100,500,000 total MMR will ever be created.
b. Only 5,000,000 MMR will be sold for the initial release.
c. 1% interest initial year
d. 8-hour minimum hold on Minuteman Reserve (MMR) before gaining interest.
600,000 MMR will be released via automated smart contract on a monthly basis over a 15-year period:
a. 100,000 Minuteman Reserve (MMR) units released and sold per month
b. 300,000 Minuteman Reserve (MMR) units released for infrastructure
c. 200,000 Minuteman Reserve (MMR) units released to pay out for likes/shares/views/referrals
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ICO
August, 21, 2017
An ongoing Initial Coin Offering (ICO) was launched In July 2017 and will be offered worldwide for the following ICO
prices. No time limit has been set for the ICO, however expectations are high for a day-1 sell-out.

ICO day-1
ICO Price
$0.25
Number Coins Released
1,000,000

Second 1,000,000 Coins
ICO Price
$0.35
Number Coins Released
1,000,000

Third 1,000,000 Coins
ICO Price
$0.45
Number Coins Released
1,000,000

As of July 25, 2017, 1,192,500 MMR have been sold at $0.25 for a total of $298,125.00.
Freedom Currency Inc. launches additional marketing and advertising in September 2017.
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Marketing and Distribution

FreedomTube
Indepdendent Media posting
videos and conduct
interviews with YouTube channels
and other media for Group
subjects, digital currency, etc. In
turn the channel or group posts
the video on YouTube or website

Groups

FreedomMarket

Partner with groups
that have many
thousands of members

Social media advertising to
independent media,
groups, digital currency
enthusiasts, freedom
enthusiasts and more will
complement the overall
marketing mix

PR to Indepdendent
Media, FreedomMarket,
FreedomCoin Curencies,
Group Subjects
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Truth Seekers and Activist Platform
www.Freedom.social is similar to Facebook, however a group driven platform to create and implement action plans
www.FreedomTube.social is similar to YouTube, however with IPTV and WebRTC
Freedom.social is a platform for Independent Media to report truth
FreedomCoin Exchange is a digital currency brokerage integrated with offshore partners
Minutemen Reserve (MMR) is a Ethereum based digital currency
FreedomMarket creates local marketplaces and provides a worldwide marketplace to purchase products and
services with MMR. MMR Smart Contracts are created between sellers and buyers on FreedomMarket
Freedom.social is a group driven platform with groups managed by subject experts that lead the way to establish
objectives and goals for millions of people to unite to impose justice upon injustices
Our Ideology
•

Freedom.social not FreedomTube are a political platform, if you want to fight left right politics to go Facebook

•

Our litmus test of someone who truly understands what is transpiring in the world is someone who does not buy
into the false left vs. right black vs. white false paradigm, we are not each other enemy. Our mutual enemy are the
mean who intentionally utilize divide and conquer tactics to divide us and profit from chaos.

•

Freedom.social pays everyone to Post, Like, Share and View and Refer family and friends to Freedom.social

•

Our Mission is to set truth upon the world, pay you to spread the truth, and together set the world free://
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About

FreedomCoin™ Exchange mission is to become a cryptocurrency exchange that features “decentralized” cryptocurrencies that
can be utilized for everyday transactions and an accepted method of payment on businesses websites.
FreedomCoin™ Exchange is not yet a fully functional traditional cryptocurrency exchange. FreedomCoin™ Exchange does have
plans to become a fully functional legally operated offshore cryptocurrency exchange.
FreedomCoin™ Exchange features decentralized digital currencies on FreedomCoin™ Exchange and FreedomMarket.
FreedomCoin™ Exchange currently utilizes Offshore Digital Currency Exchanges, Offshore Payment Processors, and Offshore
Banks to feature Digital Currencies and to conduct transaction purchases of Digital Currencies, (all collectively referred to as
“Offshore Partners”).
FreedomCoin™ Exchange is registered with FinCEN and has created Anti-Money Laundering (AML) and Know Your Customer
(KYC) polices. FreedomCoin™ Exchange, by law collects, records, and sometimes verifies End User name, address and
telephone number and End User identification, and in some cases FreedomCoin is required to undertake even more stringent
identification measures.
FreedomCoin™ Exchange provides the delivery, communication, and network data access services to purchase Digital Currency
from Offshore Partners. FreedomCoin™ Exchange only allows payment directly to Offshore Partners, the direct seller of Digital
Currencies offered by FreedomCoin™ Exchange are those which the buyer makes payment directly to Offshore Partners.
FreedomCoin™ Exchange does not transfer funds between a buyer and transfer to a third party that is not part of the transaction.
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